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1 Preliminaries

1.1 Model-driven engineering

Models are prime artifacts of engineering. In system development, they have played an important
role as a way to capture real world notions as well as abstract constructs. In fact, system architects
have been using models and modeling techniques long before model-driven development emerged
as a trend, e.g. in the form of entity-relationship diagrams, graph-like data structures, abstract
syntax trees etc. However, the term Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [BCW12] implies that
models play a central role that encompasses the entire system development lifecycle, starting
from requirement analysis, system design, implementation, to verification and even maintenance.

Model-driven engineering aims to increase the efficiency and productivity of the software de-
velopment process by introducing precise engineering practices based on formal modeling tech-
niques. It is based on the paradigm that the developer should work from the beginning of the
development with high abstraction level models and through well-defined steps the complete pro-
cess should be automated to the highest possible degree using various MDE techniques.

By this approach, design intelligence is applied to capture all relevant information in the
form of abstract models. These models can be used for (i) documentation purposes to store
well-structured information about the system-under-design, (ii) early validation, where important
properties of the systems (such as performance, robustness, security, complexity) can be evaluated
before actual implementation begins and (iii) generative development, where target design artifacts
(source code, configuration tables, test cases, textual documentation, etc.) is (semi-)automatically
derived by tools. All of these techniques aim at reducing costs and improving modularity and
quality.

1.2 Design space exploration

In early phases of designing complex systems, models are not sufficiently detailed to serve as an
input for automated synthesis tools. Instead, a design space is constituted by multiple models
representing different valid design candidates. Design space exploration (DSE) aims at searching
and constructing such candidates defined in the design space that satisfy all design constraints.

DSE is a process to quickly obtain feasible, “good enough” solutions which meet all structural
and numeric design constraints in order to identify the most suitable design chosen by system
architects based on various quality metrics such as performance, cost, power, reliability, etc. Typ-
ically, the best solution is flexible in the sense that it provides a trade-off between the optimal
solutions with respect to a single quality metrics. Design space exploration is thus a challenging
problem in many application areas including the design of critical embedded systems or dynamic
reconfiguration of complex IT infrastructures, where MDE techniques have already been quite
popular. These problems in an MDE context are frequently addressed as a specific sort of con-
straint satisfaction problem [Nee01].

Traditionally, most of these constraints and quality attributes were numeric in nature for ex-
pressing time, throughput, budget, memory limits, etc. However, the birth of modular software
architectures in critical systems (like AUTOSAR [AUT] in the automotive domain or Integrated
Modular Avionics (IMA) [RTCa] in the aeronautical domain) introduced complex structural con-
straints, which express connectivity restrictions for the graph-based model of the system under
design. In addition, in many practical scenarios (like IT systems management), design space ex-
ploration is further complicated by the continuous evolution of the system, which imposes further
constraints and quality metrics.
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1.3 Model Transformation

Model transformation is the backbone of model-driven engineering. It aims to carry out automated
translation within and between modeling languages. Over the years a large variety of different
tools emerged using different concepts and techniques. Among those, one of the most popular
approach is the declarative rule-based graph transformation [Roz97] paradigm.

Graph transformations

Graph transformation (GT) provides a declarative language for defining the manipulation of graph
models by means of GT rules. A GT rule consists of (i) a left-hand side (LHS) and (ii) a right-
hand side (RHS) graph. Model manipulations are carried out by replacing a match of the LHS in
the model by an image of the RHS. This is performed in two phases. In the performance critical
pattern matching phase, matches of the LHS are searched in the underlying model. In the updating
phase, the selected matching parts are modified based on the difference of LHS and RHS.

In the recent years, with the widespread of MDE approaches in several application domains
the need for fast and effective execution of model transformation defined by graph transformation
rules on models ranging in the hundred thousand and even millions of elements has become a
major challenge.

1.4 A motivating application domain

As MDE is attracting increasing attention in the aeronautical system development [CRH], the orig-
inal approach needs to be adapted to be in-line with the rigorous DO-178B [RTCb] certification
requirements imposed by civil aviation authorities like FAA and EASA. These require (i) tightly
integrated V&V activities into the development process, (ii) continuous verification activity from
early specification through design to development and (iii) end-to-end traceability through the
complete development process. Moreover, the upcoming DO-178C certification guidelines has a
dedicated subgroup (SWG4) for Model Based Design and Verification, which aims to define the
specific certification requirements for model-driven engineering approaches based on the already
available experience and considerations from DO-178B.

2 Challenges

My research has been motivated by the practical challenge to adapt model-driven development to
safety-critical civil avionics systems. I aimed to tackle the development of ARINC-653 config-
uration artifacts for integrated modular avionics (IMA) systems using a systematic model-driven
development process.

Unfortunately, despite the significant investment of research and development into the applica-
tion of model-driven techniques for the development of embedded software [KSLB03] there have
been very few methods [KG08] directly aiming configuration development. Lack of techniques in
this direction started my research in model-driven design space exploration as certain parts of the
configuration development for civil avionics system required automated techniques that can solve
complex structural constraints over the system design already captured by a set of models.

As a prerequisite for applying any advanced MDE based technique for the automated genera-
tion of configuration artifacts in the selected avionics domain is the ability to handle huge models
in the range of millions of elements. However, at the start of my research in graph pattern match-
ing (2005) model transformation tools were just beginning to scale up to problem sizes of a few ten
thousand or hundred thousand model elements, while complex industrial problems were at least an
order of magnitude larger. This hindered their use not only for direct, batch model-to-model and
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Figure 1: Overview on the Challenges and Contributions

model-to-code transformations but also their future application in different execution scenarios
such as my model-driven design space exploration approach or model-based validation techniques
like on-the-fly design contract evaluation. These applications do not only require fast model trans-
formation executions but also immediate re-evaluation of model queries in case changes occur in
their underlying model.

To sum up, Figure 1 gives an overview on the structure how my research directions are related
to each other.

Challenge 1: How to speed up graph pattern matching to industrial size problems?

In order to provide acceptable performance in real-world application scenarios, graph transforma-
tion tools apply sophisticated pattern matching algorithms. These are mostly based on two concep-
tually different approaches: (i) local searches driven by search plans (like FUJABA [NNZ00] or
GrGen [JBK10]) and incremental graph pattern matching [JT10, BOR+08] using caching mecha-
nisms to store partial matches.

However, when I investigated existing tools for different implementations [GBG+06, Ren04,
VVS06] of both local search and incremental pattern matching, I found that in general, (i) local
search based approaches provide a good overall runtime performance on all different execution
scenarios [27,21] using relatively low amount of memory compared to the underlying model,
while (ii) incremental approaches has shown that in many application scenarios 17] – relevant to
my other research directions – they lead to orders-of-magnitude increases in speed, for the price
of using increased amount of memory especially when caching large fragments of the underlying
model.

Unfortunately, several applications and industrial case studies revealed [16] that available
memory can be insufficient (e.g., on restricted virtualized desktop environment) for caching match
sets in case of the incremental approach. This problem is especially severe in design space explo-
ration, where the traversed design space also needs to be stored in the memory.

Challenge 2: How to support structural constraint solving in evolutionary design
space exploration problems?

Design space exploration problems in an MDE context are mainly tackled [WSNW07] as specific
sort of constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). However, advanced constraint solvers typically ap-
ply certain restrictions for the CSP problem: (i) the domains of variables are required to be (a pri-
ori) defined, (ii) the number of variables are also a priori defined and finally, (iii) most approaches
disallow the dynamic addition or retraction of constraints [MS00]. Furthermore, mapping graph
models obtained in model-driven engineering to variables with finite domain can be a non-trivial
task, especially when considering the evolution of models.
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As a summary, existing constraint solvers fail to adequately handle flexible and dynamic struc-
tural constraints over graph-like models, which is necessitated for evolutionary design space ex-
ploration. Additionally, handling graph models directly in model-driven design space exploration
problems necessitate both fast (i) graph pattern matching and (ii) manipulation, which emphasizes
challenge 1.

Challenge 3: How to support the systematic configuration design of civil avionics
systems?

The ARINC 653 standard [ARI] has taken a leading role within the aeronautical industry in the
development of safety-critical systems based on the Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) concept.
One of the main promises of IMA is cost saving in reduced development, integration and veri-
fication and validation effort. In case of ARINC 653 compliant platforms many deployment and
implementation details are defined in configuration tables. Typically, these configurations are hand
defined by the system architect with limited tool support that only ease (i) the manipulation of its
XML representation, (ii) their validation to the ARINC 653 schema definition and some consis-
tency checks.

Despite the inherent complexity of avionics systems based on the ARINC 653 platform, cur-
rent tools supporting configuration design offer very low-level support directly on the XML rep-
resentation level. Existing tools lack support for (1) capturing the development process for con-
figurations, (2) validating design constraints for configurations on-the-fly, (3) recording explicitly
the critical design decisions made by the system architect, and (4) providing traceability between
high-level requirements and the configuration tables, which require hand-crafted traceability lists.
As a result, finding configuration design flaws as early as possible to reduce certification costs is a
tedious design activity.

3 Research Method and new Results

3.1 Advances in Graph Pattern Matching

By reviewing how local search based graph pattern matching algorithms of existing model trans-
formation optimize their search strategy [4], I found that research has been focusing so far on the
performance optimal ordering of elementary graph pattern matching operations like the enumera-
tion of objects and links of a certain type or the existence checks for links. However, the ordering
of advanced pattern matching operations like attribute, injectivity and negative application condi-
tion constraint checking operations has been hard wired into the model transformation engines by
using some simple heuristics, resulting in sub-optimal search strategies.

Moreover, by surveying incremental graph pattern matching techniques [17], I found that dif-
ferent model transformation scenarios require different graph pattern matching approaches for
optimal run-time performance and memory consumption. However, none of the available model
transformation frameworks allows the fine grained integration of different pattern matching algo-
rithms.

In order to overcome these weaknesses, I proposed a general framework [4,18] for uniformly
representing a large variety of search plan operations by expressing them as cost-weighted pred-
icates. As an appropriate ordering of these predicates defines an executable search plan, this
approach allowed to uniformly guide the pattern matching process for advanced graph patterns
regardless of how the actual costs to different search plan operations are assigned. As a result,
the different phases of pattern matching (e.g. cost assignment, generation of search plans, execu-
tion of search plans etc.) are fully separated and independent, thus they can be adapted to very
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different graph transformation engines and strategies (metamodel-based vs. model-based search
plans [VVF05]). Furthermore, new types of predicates can be introduced easily by assigning
appropriate costs without altering the algorithms for search plan generation.

Based upon this general search operation representation, I proposed a hybrid pattern matching
approach [16,2], which enables the transformation designer to combine local search based and
incremental pattern matching to adapt to memory constraints. Incremental pattern matching was
introduced as a separate search plan operation. As a result of this approach, I demonstrated that
in certain application scenarios [2] the hybrid approach outperforms the other two approaches and
provides a good balance between memory consumption and runtime performance.

However, I noticed that selecting the appropriate matching strategy for complex model trans-
formation programs requires a deep understanding of both pattern matching algorithms. There-
fore, I examined typical transformation scenarios from the literature [24, 17, 27]. As a result, we
found a list of various factors (metrics) [2], which we experienced to have significant effect on
run-time performance and memory consumption. Based on this analysis, we defined guidelines
for transformation designers when a graph pattern should be matched using INC or LS algorithm.

Thesis 1 I elaborated a general framework for uniformly representing a large variety of
search plan operations to guide the graph pattern matching process for advanced graph pat-
terns. Moreover, I integrated local search based and incremental pattern matching techniques
resulting in a hybrid graph pattern matching algorithm.

1. Generalized search graphs concept. I defined a general search graph representation
based on hypergraphs [4, 18], which can guide graph pattern matching for advanced
graph patterns like edge identities, type variables, negative application conditions, at-
tribute conditions, and injectivity constraints. Based on this representation, all search
plan operations are uniformly represented as special predicates with heuristically as-
signed costs.

2. Hybrid graph pattern matching. I elaborated a hybrid graph pattern matching al-
gorithm [2, 16], which is able to combine local search based and incremental graph
pattern matching algorithms to select a good graph pattern matching strategy for com-
posite graph patterns.

3. Identification and categorization of key-factors for matching strategy selection. By
analyzing the local search based and incremental graph pattern matching algorithms, I
identified and categorized key factors of typical usage scenarios, which have significant
impact on execution time and the selection of the matching strategy [2, 16, 17].

Additionally, we demonstrated the feasibility of the graph pattern matching approaches by
experimental evaluation. The evaluations were carried out on several model transformation tool
contests to demonstrate the effect of the various optimization techniques [2, 27, 21, 24].

The work on local pattern matching techniques presented in this thesis have been carried in
cooperation with Gergely Varró. Varró laid down the basics of our search graph driven pattern
matching approach in his thesis [Var08] and also is the founder of the recursive pattern matching
algorithm detailed in [18]. My own contributions in our cooperation are the generalization of the
search graph concepts using hypergraphs to be able to represent any search operation in a generic
way and the adaptation of the compile and runtime algorithms and data-structures to this novel
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hypergraph representation. The hybrid approach is completely my own contribution.
The identification and categorization of the key-factors for selecting proper matching strategy

has been carried out with help from Gábor Bergmann and István Ráth. We achieved further results
for scaling model transformations to industrial size problems as presented in [8].

3.2 Constraint Satisfaction Problems over Models

By surveying the literature and available structural constraint satisfaction programming environ-
ments and design-space exploration frameworks, I concluded that there is no approach that effec-
tively supports both (i) the definition of domain specific hints to guide the traversal of the state
space and (ii) dynamic manipulation of the constraint set without recalculating the solution from
scratch. Such a style of specification and execution is well-suited for a number of design space ex-
ploration problems involving complex structural constraints and a predefined set of manipulation
operations.

I extended the definition of constraint satisfaction problems [1, 15] by using graph patterns to
define structural (first-order logic) constraints, and graph transformation rules as labeling opera-
tions. Informally, all graph pattern constraints need to be satisfied by the underlying model when
searching for a specific goal. However, instead of simple variable substitution, the labeling phase
applies graph transformation rules to carry out model manipulations on the underlying graph do-
main. As an analogy, my approach allows to (i) dynamically add/remove constraints from the
problem domain, (ii) modify the domain of the variables during search and (iii) define structural
constraints in a more natural way.

Thesis 2 I developed an approach for defining and solving dynamic and flexible structural
constraint satisfaction problems with domain specific manipulation operations to drive the
solving process.

1. Structural CSP problems. I elaborated a novel way to define static [29, 15], dynamic
and flexible [1] CSP problems with complex structural constraints over graph based
models.

2. Structural constraint language based on graph transformation. I defined a struc-
tural constraint language for the proposed CSP problems [1, 15], where constraints are
defined by graph patterns and domain specific manipulation operations are specified as
graph transformation rules.

3. Efficient solver for the structural constraint problems defined by graph transfor-
mation rules. I developed efficient solution algorithms [15] based upon incremental
graph pattern matching for static, dynamic and flexible constraint satisfaction problems
over models.

4. Heuristic based traversal optimization. I elaborated a guided traversal algorithm [1]
using efficient heuristics based upon Petri-net based abstraction to minimize the tra-
versed state space.

Additionally, by experimental evaluation and comparison with other open-source and indus-
trial structural constraint solvers, we proved the feasibility of the developed structural constraint
solver. The implemented structural constraint evaluation engine (VIATRA2 DSE) [1] is based on
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the upon the incremental graph pattern matcher of the VIATRA2 framework, which is part of the
PhD work of Gábor Bergmann.

Additionally, this work is continued in the PhD work of Ábel Hegedüs who further advanced
the capabilities of the VIATRA2 DSE framework by using rule-dependency and occurrence vector
based guiding strategies [12,3].

Finally, the Petri net based abstraction technique is a work of Szilvia Varró-Gyapay and Dániel
Varró. My contribution lies in its adaptation as a guidance strategy for design space exploration.

3.3 Application of Graph Transformation based Techniques for the Development
of Avionics Systems

By investigating existing ARINC 653 configuration design environments, I concluded that they
give only low-level support, usually directly on the XML representation, for the design and vali-
dation of configuration artifacts under development. However, as the complexity of the avionics
systems grow - modern ARINC 653 based avionics system can have more than 40000 configura-
tion elements [Wil07] - there is no approach that (i) support development starting from high-level
models, (ii) allows fine grain (step level) validation of model changes throughout the whole de-
velopment process and (iii) provides traceability through the complete development process as
required by DO-178B.

I designed and participated in the development of the DIANA mapping framework [14] for
systematically designing standard ARINC 653 configuration tables in the context of the DIANA
EU FP6 project [DIA]. The framework is based on a platform independent architectural model-
ing language (PIADL) [DECa] that allows integration of industry leading architectural language
AADL and system simulation language Matlab Simulink. The precise low-level details of a spe-
cific configuration for the ARINC 653 platform are captured by a platform specific Integrated
Architecture Model (IAM). Mapping the PIADL to the IAM is handled by a complex interactive
model transformation process that needs to bridge a large abstraction gap where critical design
decisions are made by the system architect; thus it cannot be fully automated. Therefore, the
mapping process is subdivided into well-defined design steps and precisely defined the contracts,
interactions and interfaces of each step. Individual design steps are then organized into complex
workflow-driven transformation chains, which are closely aligned with the designated develop-
ment process followed by the airframer or function provider. Finally, configuration tables for the
standard ARINC 653 and VxWorks specific Module descriptions are generated based on the IAM
models.

Additionally, to support certification, end-to-end traceability links from the PIADL to the gen-
erated configuration files is generated using both (i) inter-model traceability based on an inte-
gration model and (ii) model-to-configuration traceability with XMI files connecting generated
configuration elements to their corresponding model elements.

My research in the context of DIANA was focused on three topics: (i) adaptation of MDE
techniques for defining a specific development process for ARINC 653 configuration design that
is in-line with DO-178B (ii) definition and reuse of model-based validation techniques for early
error detection and localization and (iii) implementation of end-to-end traceability from high-
level models to generated artifacts through the complete process that conforms to the certification
requirements.
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Thesis 3 I proposed novel techniques for systematic model-based development of configu-
ration artifacts for integrated modular avionics systems.

1. Design contracts defined by graph patterns for model-driven development steps in
avionics. Following the concept of strong separation of components through precise
interface descriptions as defined by DO-297 [RTCa], I elaborated a contract language
[14, 6, 26] for model-driven development of avionics system configuration artifacts.

2. On-the-fly validation of design contracts in avionics systems defined by graph pat-
terns. Aligned with the recommendation as proposed in DO-178B for early error detec-
tion, I defined an on-the-fly design contract validation approach based on incremental
pattern matching [14, 13] to support the model-driven development process for avionics
system configuration artifacts.

3. End-to-end traceability in model-based design process for avionics configuration
design. I proposed an approach to support end-to-end traceability [14, 23] from high-
level architectural models to XML based artifacts following the certification require-
ments defined by DO-178B [26,38].

The DIANA framework is built upon the foundations of systematic model-based design for
critical embedded systems laid down by wide international collaboration in the DECOS [DECb]
project with the Fault Tolerant Systems Research Group as key contributor, and used in the PhD
thesis of András Balogh [Bal]. However, the target domain of the DECOS project was mainly
time-triggered architecture for the automotive domain (AUTOSAR) that compared to the ARINC
653 platform and its DO-178B certification guidelines rise different design and certification re-
quirements.

The mapping framework was developed in collaboration with Dénes Monostori, who was an
MSc student under my supervision. Finally, the on-the-fly contract validation module is based on
the EMF-INCQUERY framework [13], which was developed as a cooperative work between the
members of the Fault Tolerant Systems Research Group and OptXWare Ltd.

My primary contribution lies here in the adaptation of general modeling and model trans-
formation techniques in the context of avionics systems for systematic configuration design for
ARINC 653 architectures with support for the automated generation of certification artifact as
required by DO-178B.

4 Application of Results

In order to demonstrate the practical relevance of the approaches and methods outlined in the
current thesis the current section highlights the applications of the result of my thesis.

4.1 Pattern Matching Algorithms in VIATRA2

The results of Thesis 1 provided the theoretical basis of implementing the local-search based
graph pattern matching engine of the VIATRA2 framework. Additionally, it also serves as the
backbone of the graph transformation module, which utilizes the search graph to generate the
appropriate manipulation operations. Moreover, the hybrid pattern matching strategy is also inte-
grated into the VIATRA2 framework and provides a fine-grained optimization capability between
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memory consumption and runtime performance for transformation designers. All modules are
part of the current official release of the open source VIATRA2 framework hosted by the Eclipse
Foundation[Ecl].

As a key part of VIATRA2 it has been applied in many research projects from various tool in-
tegration tasks (DECOS FP6, DIANA FP6, MOGENTES FP7 EU projects) to early-model based
verification and validation (HIDENETS FP6 EU project) and source code and configuration gen-
eration (SENSORIA FP6, E-Freight FP7 EU projects).

4.2 VIATRA2 Design Space Exploration framework

The results of Thesis 2 have been implemented in the VIATRA2 Design Space Exploration (VIATRA2
DSE) framework, an add-on to the VIATRA2 DSE release. Its implementation has been evalu-
ated and compared with several state-of-the-art constraint solvers like KORAT, GROOVE and the
industry leading SICStus Prolog CLP(FD) library. As a result, the VIATRA2 DSE framework has
provided comparable results and especially is case of dynamic problems outperformed all other
approaches.

Moreover, it has been effectively used in the DIANA project for the allocation of safety-critical
software components over airborne ready ARINC 653 compatible real-time operating system.

The framework is available from the department’s VIATRA2 site at http://viatra.inf.mit.bme.hu.

4.3 Model-Driven Development of Integrated Modular Avionics Systems

In the context of the DIANA EU FP6 project, I participated in the development of a complete
model-driven mapping framework from high-level platform independent models to configuration
artifacts for the underlying ARINC 653 RTOS. I was responsible for the design and development
of the complete mapping process carried out by the framework consisting more than 25 separate
design steps. I also developed the necessary integration module to the VIATRA2 DSE solver
to support the mapping of avionics software payload to the underlying implementation platform
consisting of partitions and modules.

The developed framework was evaluated by leading industry partners like Embraer the 3rd
largest airframer, the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory and GMV Aeronautics the largest
avionics company in Portugal. Based on their feedback we fine tuned the implementation and
introduced the results (i) at the 2008 Farnborough Air Show as part of the DIANA tutorial on
future 3rd generation IMA platform [35] and (ii) a joint publications with GMV at a premier
industrial avionics conference: the 29th IEEE/AIAA Digital Avionics Systems Conference [14].

An other major follow-up of our approach is that Embraer initiated a cooperative research
project with our group on a related topic.

4.4 EMF-INCQUERY

In order to apply our technology to a broader industrial domain, incremental pattern matching tech-
nology has been adapted to EMF, one of the most widely used modeling environment as of today.
EMF-INCQUERY [13,20,9,7] provides an effective query API for EMF models with additional
support for automated validation and change analysis. Apart from its application for the validation
of design constraints. A collaborative work with Ábel Hegedüs and Tamás Szabó (an MSc student
partly under my supervision) has started to adapt the VIATRA2 DSE framework to EMF using
EMF-INCQUERY. The EMF-INCQUERY framework is a major research contribution of Gábor
Bergmann’s PhD thesis and lead by István Ráth a colleague of mine.
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